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Introduction
• Ontario updated its tree seed policy in 2020 so that resulting
trees have a reasonable probability of being adapted to the
environment now and in the future
• Policy:
• Applicable province-wide
• Mandatory for managed Crown forests or where government
provides funding for reforestation/afforestation
• Identifies where wild seed can be collected, used and
transferred
• Provides guidance to other interested parties
• Replaces previous Seed Zones of Ontario
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontario-tree-seed-transfer-policy
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What is Seed Transfer?
• A system to control the origin of the
seeds used when planting a new forest
• In North America, the importance of seed
transfer has been recognized since the
early 1900s
• Traditionally, the goal has been to use
local seed sources that are well adapted
to the planting site
• ‘Local is best’ may no longer apply under
climate change

A traditional seed transfer system.
Source: O’Neill et al. 2017. A proposed climate-based seed
transfer system for British Columbia. B.C. Tech. Rep. 099.
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Why update the Seed Transfer Policy?
• Align with current operational contexts such as
expanded Area of the Undertaking, changed roles and
responsibilities, administrative boundaries, etc.
• Incorporate advances in science
• Support forest industry and communities by providing
for a long-term sustainable supply of wood
• Facilitate climate change adaptation
• Update the direction with higher quality data and
technology
• Support the long-term success of regeneration
activities
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Major Steps in the Policy Update
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Policy Considerations
How is my
local climate
changing?
How are my tree
species adapted to
different
environments?
How can I maintain
genetic diversity?

Adaptive
genetic
variation

Where is my best
seed source to
ensure my trees
survive to
maturity?

Climate
change
research

Seed
Transfer
Policy

How will my trees
respond to a
changing climate?

Biology

When is a tree most
vulnerable to an
adverse climate?

How can I use existing
seed?

Operational
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Background
Factors
considered
during
Ontario’s
policy update

Ontario’s changing climate

Genecology of Ontario’s tree
species

Updates to policy and seed
transfer systems in other
jurisdictions
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Ontario’s Changing Climate
• Since 1950 in Ontario:
•
•
•
•

MAT has increased by ~ 1.3°C;
Winter temperatures have increased by 2°C;
Growing season has also increased by ~20 days;
Precipitation has shown modest increases between 0 and 20%

• Future projections (for 2041-2070, RCP4.5) in Ontario
include:
•
•
•
•

MAT increases by ~2.3°C;
Winter temperature increases of ~3°C
Growing season increases of ~20 days;
Precipitation increases between 10 – 20%

• Overall, conditions are expected to be drier in Ontario in
the future, which may affect the suitability of specific
geographic locations for a given tree species, e.g., drought
induced mortality and growth reduction may lead to range
retraction of white spruce in southern Ontario.

Change in Mean Annual Temperature in Canada (1948-2016).
Source: Bush & Lemmen. 2019. Canada’s Changing Climate Report.
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Genecology of Ontario’s tree species
• Previous studies have examined the
genecology of key Ontario tree species,
with the following general findings:
• Populations often show clinal genetic variation
and as a result exhibit adaptation to local
climate conditions (pre climate change!)
• Adaptation is often strongest in relation to
temperature regimes
• Southern populations often have higher
growth potential than northern populations
• Populations can survive across a broad range
of environmental conditions
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Updates in Other Jurisdictions
• Several provinces have changed or are
considering changes to seed transfer
guidelines
• BC introduced a climate-based seed
transfer system in 2017, which employs
BEC zones as units in a focal zone transfer
system
• We looked closely at their approach when
updating the Ontario system
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Key Decisions
Decision-making framework
used to evaluate and develop
the Ontario Tree Seed
Transfer Policy.
Each policy option (A) was
evaluated using one or more
methods (B) to finalize key
features (C) of the policy.

A. Policy options B. Option evaluation
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Key Science Decisions - Assumptions
The science behind the policy is based on the following assumptions:
1) Over millennia, tree populations have become adapted to local
climate conditions;
2) As a result, tree populations are genetically differentiated and
exhibit clinal variation along climatic gradients, particularly thermal
variables; and
3) The recent rapid change in climate has disrupted the adaptation
equilibrium between tree populations and local climate, which may
cause maladaptation.
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Key Science Decisions – Zone Type and Spatial Units
• There are 3 main types of systems: fixed
zone, focal point, and focal zone
• Fixed zones are best for ensuring local seed
sources, but do not incorporate CC
• Focal point easily incorporates CC, but
requires highly accurate seed tracking
• Focal zone system is a hybrid approach that
combines the strengths of the fixed and
focal point systems
• Focal zone system should use spatial units
that are cohesive environmental units and
reasonably sized (e.g., ecodistricts)

Three Types of Seed Transfer Systems.
Source: O’Neill et al. 2017. A proposed climate-based seed
transfer system for British Columbia. B.C. Tech. Rep. 099.
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Key Science Decisions – Target Time Period and RCP
• To incorporate climate change into seed
transfer, need to identify target time periods
and emission scenarios
• Selected the 1961-90 period to quantify
historical climate because it precedes recent
rapid CC and because of high quality weather
station network
• Selected 2011-2040 for future period because
of focus on early plantation survival
• Selected RCP2.6 (low emissions scenario) to
limit the extent of long-range transfers
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Key Science Decisions – Climate Similarity (Seedwhere)
• Goal is to match seed sources and
planting sites under climate change
• Used Seedwhere to quantify
similarity between future climate at
the planting site and historic (196190) climate across the province
• Provides an index that ranges from 0
(not similar) to 1 (the same)
• Can be used with any number of
climate variables; for this work we
used MAT, GSL, and MINT

Seedwhere analysis identifying potential seed
sources for a plantation near Sault Ste. Marie, ON.
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Key Science Decisions – Critical Seed Transfer Distance
• How similar is similar enough?
• Critical seed transfer distances (CSTD)
indicate how far seeds can be moved
before suffering growth/survival losses
• Using provenance data, we calculated
CSTDs for five major ON tree species
• Movements of 3-4℃ MAT were safe
for most species
• This equated to a Seedwhere cut-off
of 0.9

Transfer function for black spruce at Petawawa,
Ontario, showing critical seed transfer distances.
Source: Pedlar et al. (2021). Journal of Ecology, 109(6), 2271-2283.
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Features of the Final Policy
• Draft policy posted (ERO) for review Oct. 2019, final decision posted Sept. 2020
• Policy is enabling and provides managers with options to transfer seed, flexibility to
adapt to a changing climate while still allowing local seed use
• Designed to minimize costs for forest managers by considering the expense of tracking
units for reporting, seed supply and number of seed lots, and existing seed in storage.
• The update avoided additional regulations by removing approvals for short distance
transfers, providing flexibility in planning, and providing a streamlined process for
approvals of transfers beyond the policy, e.g., range expansion.
• Encourages managers to use a mixture of local and non-local seed sources. The best
approach for identifying the appropriate ratio of seed sources remains the focus of
ongoing research.
• Recognizes importance of maintaining seed collection and deployment information so
seed source performance can be monitored.
[OMECP] Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks. Environmental Registry of
Ontario (ERO). 2019. ERO 019-0452. https://ero.ontario.ca/
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Clarifies Direction for Tree Improvement Programs
• Recognizes continued use of existing species-specific information as
well as existing breeding zones.
• Forest managers and three regional forest genetic associations use
breeding zones in managing provincial forest genetic assets.

• The existing breeding zone maps have been made available through
the Ontario Data Catalogue (Land Information Ontario 2019).

https://data.ontario.ca/dataset/forest-genetics-zone
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Supported by
Online
Interactive
Tool

• Online interactive Tableau tool
https://public.tableau.com/profile/larlo#!/vizh
ome/SeedSourceOntario/Intro
• Allows users to explore different seed
collection and deployment options
• Supports users transitioning from the former
spatial units (seed zones) to current units
(ecodistricts)
• Tool also allows users to explore different
RCP scenarios and target time periods for a
given location
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Management
unit map with
seed zones
(original) and
ecodistrict
(current spatial
unit for seed
tracking)
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Concluding Remarks – Collaboration
• Collaboration between multiple entities was important (policy,
operations, federal and provincial scientists)
• Few jurisdictions have sufficient in-house expertise to update complex
policies involving multiple skills and expertise

• Seed transfer in a changing climate requires a fundamental change in
seed management and procurement
• No longer can be accomplished in-house
• Requires collaboration with other managers and nurseries to obtain
appropriate stock
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Future Advances
• Evaluating the policy and performance of seeds over time is
necessary, which requires:
• Maintaining seed collection and deployment information via a database
system and
• Regular monitoring of results

• Future policy revisions may include further refinements to transfer
direction, including species-specific direction as research findings are
developed
• Collaboration among multiple partners with different skills and
expertise is important to any future development
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For further information:
John.pedlar@canada.ca
Pengxin.lu@ontario.ca
vankerkhofb@gmail.com
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